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Tasheelul Fiqh

1. Begin with Bismillah.
2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink.
3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY.

Name:

Time: 1½ hour

Name of Madrasah:

Question One
Fill in the blocks—give 2 examples (E.g.) each
NAJAASAH

HUKMI
GHALEEZA
E.g
E.g

Droppings of haraam birds

E.g

Passing urine

E.g

E.g

[10]
Question Two
State whether the following is Sunnah,Mustahab,Makrooh or Nawaaqidh of WUDHU
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

To laugh aloud whilst performing salaah
To waste water
Vomiting a mouthful
To make miswaak
To speak of worldly affairs while making wudhu
To clean the nose with the left hand
Falling off to sleep by lying down or resting against something
To face the qiblah
To make khilaal of the fingers and toes
To read the two shahaadats after wudhu
To make niyyah
To use less water than required
To drink the left over water while standing
To become insane
To be intoxicated

[15]
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Question Three
Fill in the blanks with the words given in the blocks
Nature

Back

Qiblah

dies

smell
answer

muddy
Taahir

colour
animal

1. If the
,taste or
of the water is changed then
it incorrect to use it for Tahaarah.
2. Water that is
in appearance is
and suitable for wudhu.
3. If an
falls and
in stagnant water is not permissible for
tahaarah.
4. We do not show our
to the
when in the toilet.
5. No one should see us when we
the call of
.
[5]
Question Four
Answer the following questions
1. When a person’s wudhu breaks, he cannot do 4 things. List any 3 things?

[3]
2. List the 4 Faraaidh of wudhu?

[4]
3. List 3 examples of flowing water?

[3]
4. List the 3 Faraaidh of ghusl?

[3]
5. List 3 occasions when ghusal is Fardh?

[3]
6. List 4 benefits of making miswaak?

[4]
[20]

